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a b s t r a c t

Mobility has the advantage of enlarging the WSN applications of the Internet of Things. However, propos-
ing a mobility support protocol in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) represents a significant challenge. In
this paper, we proposed a survey on mobility management protocols in WSNs based on 6LoWPAN tech-
nology. This technology enables to connect IP sensor devices to other IP networks without any need for
gateways. We highlighted the advantages and drawbacks with performances issues of each studied
solution. Then, in order to select a typical classification of mobility management protocols in WSNs,
we provided some classification criteria and approaches on which these protocols are based. Finally,
we presented a comparative study of the existing protocols in terms of the required performances for this
network type.

� 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Traditional Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are developed
using static nodes (SNs) [1–4]. These networks can be applied in
numerous applications such as healthcare [5,6], military, industry,
monitoring, tracking based on multimedia sensor [7] among others
[8–10]. Hence, a lot of researches and propositions are made for
static scenarios. Nevertheless, the advanced technology in the
Internet of Things [11,12] involves applying more complex applica-
tions, which require mobility of their nodes [13]. Mobility of nodes
can enlarge WSN applications [14]. It can also prolong the nodes
lifetime, since data transfer between two nodes does not usually
use the same relayed nodes in the path route. In addition, it serves
to increase connectivity between nodes, since mobile nodes (MNs)
can help the communication between two isolated nodes [15]. It
also helps to extend area of coverage interest [16,17]. However,
mobility can cause some problems, like disconnection of nodes
during the handover process, which causes data loss and a negative
impact on the applications performances. Other issues related to
mobility are resource management, topology control, routing pro-
tocol, quality of services and security.
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In this paper, we focused on mobility management protocols in
WSNs based on 6LowPAN technology [13,18,19]. This technology
was proposed by IETF Working Group in order to introduce IPv6
over IEEE 802.15.4 [20–23], since IPv6 is considered as one of the
candidate technologies for the Internet oh Things [24]. Using
IPv6 packets instead of IPv4 packets offered a more important
address space, that helps to deploy an important number of nodes
and satisfy scalability performance. Hence, introducing IPv6 over
IEEE 802.15.4 made data accessible at any-time and from any-
where through the Internet. Therefore, 6LoWPAN offers the possi-
bility to establish a direct connectivity between devices based on
the IP address. Unlike ZigBee technology [25], each external com-
munication from a WSN requires a Zigbee coordinator (ZC) or a
gateway (GW) as an intermediate node which centralizes this kind
of communication [26].

The aim of mobility support protocols is to keep nodes reach-
able and connected during the handover process, without any con-
nectivity interruption [13]. Thus, when a node moves away from
its neighbor’s coverage, the protocol must rapidly provide an alter-
native router and ensure the configuration of a new interface for
the MN.

The contribution of this paper is summarized as follows:

–Review of the state-of-the-art of mobility management proto-
cols in WSNs based on 6LoWPAN technology. The advantages
and drawbacks with performance issues of each studied solu-
tion are highlighted.
WPAN
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–An attempt of mobility management protocols classification in
WSN is proposed, after studying different criteria and
approaches.
–A comparative study of existing mobility support protocols in
WSN is proposed and analyzed.

The remainder of this paper was organized as follows: Section 2
discussed the challenges to provide and design a protocol of mobil-
ity management. Section 3 focused on the classification criteria of
existing mobility support protocols proposed for wireless net-
works, to select the best criteria which might be applied in 6LoW-
PAN Networks. Then, in Section 4, we presented our comparative
study considering the limited constraints of 6LoWPAN Networks.
Section 5 discussed the future directions to be considered for the
design of a mobility support protocol in the 6LoWPAN Networks.
Finally, in Section 6, we drew our conclusions and suggested some
perspectives.
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Fig. 2. Challenge of mobility management for WSNs based on 6LoWPAN.
2. Mobility management, challenges and design issues

Mobility is the act of a node changing its attachment point due
to the topology change. Before studying solutions dealing with
mobility, we should understand its causes to be able to point out
the appropriate challenge. In WSN based on 6LoWPAN technology,
a topology change is caused by some reasons such as physical
movement, failure of some routers, using aggressive sleep, radio
channel conditions since the radio propagation is affected by any
environmental change. Other possible reasons can be the network
performances like the delay, the packet loss and the low signal
[13].

The change of the attachment point requires the disconnection
of the MNs. This disconnection causes significant problems of data
loss and affects the proper functioning of applications. For these
reasons, it is crucial to elaborate a mobility support protocol that
tackles the encountered problems with mobility. The principal
operations of this protocol follow some steps as shown in Fig. 1.
The first step is the detection of the movement of nodes (or net-
work). In the second step, the Mobile Node (MN) performs a new
address configuration called Care of Address (CoA), and then per-
forms the Duplicate Address Detection (DAD). The third step is
the registration in the Home Agent, which is carried out by sending
a Binding Update (BU) with the new address to the Home Agent.
The final step is performed by the Home Agent (HA), which main-
tains the bond between the two addresses (HoA and CoA) after
receiving the binding update. Then, it buffers and forwards traffic
between the mobile node and its correspondent.

However, each operation can be performed in different ways
depending on the network type requirements. Thus, it is interest-
ing to clarify the requirements and specifications of our networks.
Indeed, as we previously noted, WSNs based on 6LoWPAN technol-
ogy provide the possibility to introduce IPv6 packets over the IEEE
802.15.4 to offer more advantages for the internet of things
applications. Thus a problem of disproportion of IPv6 packets size
(1280 bytes) compared to IEEE 802.15.4 frames size (127 bytes) is
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Fig. 1. Operations of mobility support protocol for mobile Networks.
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present [27,28]. To tackle this problem, the 6LoWPAN technology
proposed an adaptation layer between the MAC and network lay-
ers. The main aim of this layer is to carry out two main functions:
packet fragmentation/reassembly and header compression/decom-
pression. Moreover, 6LoWPAN technology is based on the Neighbor
Discovery concept to provide some tasks -with the help of RS/RA
messages- such as interfaces auto-configuration, IPv6 address res-
olution, router availability checking and mapping between IPv6
and MAC addresses. In addition, this technology supports a stron-
ger density than traditional WSNs [29]. Furthermore, the overall
application performed in the Internet of Things with 6LoWPAN
technology involves a strong mobility of nodes, which need more
resources, and thus increases the risk of attack in the network
and impacts the connectivity and the routing path.

On the one side, the concept of 6LoWPAN technology needs
more overhead, memory and power consumption. And, on the
other side, WSN devices are characterized by limited resources in
terms of power, data rate, bandwidth, processing and storage
capacities. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard enabled to reduce power
consumption in WSNs using a periodic sleep/wake-up process
[30]. Therefore, WSNs based on 6LoWPAN technology require more
resources consumption than a traditional WSN or IPv6 Network.

Considering that the WSNs with 6LoWPAN technology imposes
some delicate constraints and requirements [17], it has become
urgent to discuss potential challenges to deal with these encoun-
tered problems as illustrated in Fig. 2.

In WSN with 6LoWPAN technology, the greatest challenge con-
sists in providing a suitable ‘‘Quality-of-Service’’ (QoS) with differ-
ent constraints consideration. For instance, mobility management
must be efficient with an important density of nodes (i.e. ensure
‘‘scalability’’). Moreover, mobility support protocol must mitigate
the data loss rate. This problem occurs when the MN is discon-
nected during the handover process. Thus, it is important to reduce
the handover delay in order to limit the disconnection time and
ensure a continuous connectivity. Furthermore, after the handover
process, mobility management must keep the same end-to-end
delay as used before this process. Hence, in 6LoWPAN technology,
protocol must avoid the triangle routing1 (as illustrated in Fig. 3)
which might enlarge the needed delay to communicate between
the MN and its CN, as used in ‘‘Hospital WSNs’’ (HWSN6) [31–33],
Inter-PAN [34,35] and ‘‘Low Mobility’’ (LoWMob) [36].
1 Communication between a MN and its CN: Packet from a CN is forwarded to the
HA, then, to the Foreign Agent and finishes at the MN.
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On the other hand, the resources management is regarded as a
significant challenge to design a protocol dealing with mobility
[37]. This challenge arises because of the limited resources of
WSN with 6LoWPAN mainly in terms of power, bandwidth, mem-
ory and processing capacity. Hence, it is important to significantly
reduce the cost of signaling messages, overhead communication
and processing. Besides, the existing duty cycle used to reduce
the energy consumption is not designed to support mobility con-
straints, thus, it must be adapted to this context.

The security issue is another challenge which must be consid-
ered in the mobility solution. In fact, the WSN nodes are exposed
to attacks which disturb the mobility process by introducing false
information. Thus, a trust model for a mobility scenario in WSN
must be designed, and considered by the mobility management
protocol to provide a secure network. The security services like
authentication, authorization, integrity and confidentiality of data
must be smartly introduced in mobile WSN [38]. The existing secu-
rity mechanisms like intrusion detection systems must be adapted
to support mobility in WSN [16].

The other challenges are the topology control and the routing
protocol. The topology control is conceived to improve the network
connectivity, increase the coverage of deployment area [39], and
also reduce the energy consumption and increase the networks
lifetime [40,41]. The performances of the routing protocol can
directly affect the mobility management like re-activity to restore
the link between two communicating nodes (time to find an alter-
native path when the intermediate nodes are not available), and
the path stability [42].
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3. Classification criteria of mobility support protocols

Considering the cited challenges, protocols dealing with mobil-
ity in WSNs based on 6LoWPAN technology should take into
account not only the requirements of the application, but also
WSN’ characteristics. WSN has limited resources namely in terms
of power, memory, processing capacity, bandwidth, short range,
low data rate and small packet size.

The proposed protocols to deal with mobility perform the
necessary operations in different ways, which generates diverse
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Fig. 4. Classification criteria of mobility support for 6LoWPAN Networks.
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classifications. Hence, in the following parts of this section, we
define and discuss the potential classification criteria of mobility
support protocols illustrated in Fig. 4.

3.1. Node and network mobility

According to the application requirements, two classes of
mobility can be considered: Node and network mobility. The ‘‘node
mobility’’ refers to mobility of only one node either in the same PAN
or between different PANs, regardless of other nodes. It occurs as a
result of an attachment change of the node in an independent way.
In contrast, the ‘‘network mobility’’ refers to mobility of the entire
LoWPAN. In 6LoWPAN, such a network includes an edge router
and member nodes, while only the edge router changes its attach-
ment point on the Internet and the nodes remain attached to it
[13]. This second class is a kind of the macro mobility type
(explained in the next subsection).

3.2. Macro and micro mobility

According to the topology and application needs, two types of
node mobility need to be taken into account. On the one hand,
the ‘‘micro mobility’’, which refers to the node mobility within the
same sensor network domain. In 6LoWPAN Networks, micro
mobility is identified by the mobility of a node into the same LoW-
PAN domain, where the prefix remains unchanged. Thus, the
mobility of such a node, changing its attachment point from an
edge router to another within the same extended 6LoWPAN, is
considered as a micro mobility. On the other hand, the ‘‘macro
mobility’’ refers to the node mobility between different sensor Net-
works. In 6LoWPAN Networks, macro mobility is identified by the
mobility of a node between different LoWPANs, where the prefix is
changed.

Hence, each protocol dealing with mobility for 6LoWPAN Net-
works has to consider these different mobility types, because of
its impact on the prefix and then on the IPv6 address of the MNs.

3.3. Network and host based protocol

Two kinds of protocols are distinguished: the first is called the
‘‘network based protocol’’, and the second is the ‘‘host based proto-
col’’ [38]. In the ‘‘network based protocol’’, the signaling messages,
related to the movement detection and Binding Update,2 are sent
by a SN in the network and not by the sensor MN. In literature, some
existing solutions are based on this approach like Inter-PAN [34,35],
Inter-Mario [43] and Cluster-Based Scheme [44]. In the ‘‘host based
protocol’’, the MN is involved in the signaling messages process.
Some existing solutions based on this approach are proposed in
‘‘Mobile IPv6’’ (MIPv6) [45] and ‘‘Fast Handover for Mobile IPv6’’
(FMIPv6) [46].

According to WSN constraints (limited resources: power, pro-
cessing, memory, and throughput), it is recommended to perform
the first kind (the network based protocol) in order to reduce the
signaling cost and preserve the power of MNs [37,47].

3.4. Reactive and proactive detection protocol

Mobility support protocols can be classified into two categories:

–Reactive protocol: In this kind of protocol, dealing with mobil-
ity (such as movement detection, transfer of the Binding Update
[48] and the configuration of the new Care of Address (CoA)) is
2 Message transmitted to the HA to inform about the movement and the taken
change.
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performed only after the movement of the MN and being in the
visited network, as it is used by MIPv6 [45] and ‘‘Proxy Mobile
IPv6’’ (PMIPv6) [49].
–Proactive protocol: This kind of protocol involves performing
mobility support as soon as the MN moves and before being dis-
connected from its attachment point (MN pre-configuration
before reaching the visited network), as it is used by Inter-
PAN(2) [35], LoWMob, DLoWMob [36], Inter-Mario [43], Mobile
IP-based [71], Cluster-Based Scheme [44], FMIPv6 [46] and
Inter-Mobility [50].

The proactive protocol is the most suitable for WSN with 6LoW-
PAN, since, it helps to reduce the handover delay by reducing the
configuration time. It also helps to avoid the disconnection of
nodes, which reduces the data loss rate. However, it requires an
important processing and memory to find and predict the new
attachment point of the MN. These disadvantages represent an
important challenge to handle.

To ensure a proactive process, the protocol has to provide a
rapid detection of the movement considering the fact that the
MN can move in a state of hibernation, and then predict the new
attachment point of the MN [51,52].

3.4.1. Movement detection
Movement detection is a significant criterion to deal with the

change in the attachment point of the MN. In WSN with 6LoWPAN,
it has to be performed for the purpose of providing minimum sig-
naling cost and reducing power consumption and handover delay.
Hence, two main questions can be asked: Who is to perform the
movement detection? and how to perform it? On the one hand,
to ensure good performances in the signaling cost and the power
consumption for the MN, it is not recommended that this entity
execute the movement detection because of its limited resources.
Hence, the movement can be detected by the edge router or other
nodes in the network. On the other hand, to reduce the handover
delay, this criterion of detection should be fast. In other words,
the movement should be detected on time.

Just like the state-of-the art, the existing protocols use many
ways to ensure the movement detection:

–A periodic sent of a Router Advertisement (RA) messages con-
taining the prefix information [13]. The movement is detected
in case this information changes.

–A periodic sent of a beacon having the PAN-ID information
[53].
–A periodic sent of a Node Registration messages (NR) used by
the Neighbor Discovery (ND) protocol [13,54,55] to check the
existence of node address in the whiteboard table. The move-
ment is detected when the source address of NR does not exist
in this table.
–An estimation of the link quality based on Link Quality Index
(LQI).
–The degradation of the Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) value [56].

In WSN based on 6LoWPAN, sending messages periodically
affects the signaling cost. In addition, RSSI cannot be well applied
in an indoor environment, because of the reflection problem of
the used signals [57]. Thus, another method is needed for the
movement detection.

3.4.2. Mobility prediction
Mobility prediction consists in predicting the new attachment

point of the MN after its disconnection. The idea behind this con-
cept is to reduce the time of the handover process, and then to
Please cite this article in press as: M. Bouaziz, A. Rachedi, A survey on mobility
technology, Comput. Commun. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.201
improve the performance of the protocol. In order to introduce this
prediction, the position of the MN, its direction and the positions of
its neighbors (from neighborhood map) are selected as parameters,
and their assessment is based on some techniques such as the
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and the Angle of Arrival
(AOA) [35,36,44,50,71].

3.5. QoS consideration

Ensuring a Quality-of-Service is important for most of the appli-
cations, such as: providing high transfer data rate, little power con-
sumption, more security services and low end-to-end delay.

3.5.1. Data buffered
During the handover process, the data transferred to the MN

must be buffered in the HA or the foreign agent, and be sent to
the MN after confirming its new attachment point. This process
allows to avoid data loss during the vulnerable handover period
which is required to configure the new attachment [37].

3.5.2. Duty cycle consideration
Given the limited energy of sensors, nodes should alternate

between active and inactive, called ‘‘Duty cycle’’ execution. This
process is performed mainly when the node is in a state of hiber-
nation to preserve its power and extend its lifetime [17], as it is
used by the Inter-PAN(2) [35].

3.5.3. Security consideration
Many eavesdroppers and attackers can find the node location,

send false node information or spoofed messages, steal traffic des-
tined to a victim node and compromise its privacy and data confi-
dentiality. To tackle these vulnerabilities, it is necessary to provide
security by ensuring protection, integrity and confidentiality of
resources [38,58]. Hence, the mobility support protocol should
use authentication, cryptographic and confidentiality, as it is used
by HWSN6 [31–33], ‘‘Sensor Proxy Mobile IPv6’’ (SPMIPv6) [59,60]
and the secure solution for HIMALIS architecture (Heterogeneity
Inclusion and Mobility Adaptation through Locator ID Separation)
based on ID/Locator split [58]. However, in WSN based on 6LoW-
PAN, it’s important to optimize the cost of security by taking into
account the constrained resources [61–64].

3.5.4. Routing optimization after a handover process
After joining a visited network, when a CN from the IP network

wants to communicate with the MN, data is sent to the HA. This
one performs binding update between the two addresses of the
MN (HoA and CoA). Then, it sends data to the Foreign Agent (FA),
which transfers it to the MN. This is the case of the triangle routing
[14], as used in HWSN6. However, this process increases the end-
to-end delay of the communication between the source and the
destination. Therefore, it is suitable to focus on the optimization
of the route. Thus, data must be intercepted by the FA without
passing through the HA, as performed by MIPv6 [45].

3.6. Kind of address

Macro mobility in WSN with 6LoWPAN causes a change in the
IPv6 address. However, providing a new IPv6 address follows some
steps: Configuration, Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) process
and registration. These steps affect the handover delay. For these
reasons, dealing with mobility should take into consideration the
used kind of address.

In order to reduce the handover delay, many proposed protocols
discuss the used node address. For instance, PMIPv6 uses a fixed
IPv6 address in its domain, since it uses a multi-homing process.
So, it reduces the handover delay by avoiding the time needed
management protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks based on 6LoWPAN
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for a new address reconfiguration and for the DAD process. On the
other hand, the protocols [43,46] are based on the address pre-con-
figuration process where the MN configures its Care-of-Address
before reaching the visited network.

In WSN with 6LoWPAN standard, the node uses an IPv6 address
in the outside of the network, which combines the prefix (64 bits)
received from the edge router and the Interface Identifier IID (64
bit) configured by the node. In 6LoWPAN, the node uses a 16 bit
short address generated by the edge router when the node joins
the 6LoWPAN network in order to use less bits reserved for the
address.

3.7. Topology architecture

The functioning of the mobility support protocol depends on
the topology architecture of the network, built according to some
applications need.

WSN based on 6LoWPAN can be created following different
topology architectures such as star topology, hierarchical topology
based on tree configuration, mesh topology, grid topology and lin-
ear topology among others. Nevertheless, considering the limited
resources of this network type and to ensure a suitable mobility
protocol support, some requirements have to be fulfilled in the
chosen topology, as follows:

3.7.1. Multi-hop consideration between the MN and the edge router
In order to reduce power consumption, the mobility support

protocol should take into account the multi-hop communication
from a MN to the edge router, because the MN requires an impor-
tant power consumption when it is too far from its communicating
node.

3.7.2. Local entity to deal with micro mobility
This requirement was used in order to reduce the handover

delay. According to research studies, some protocols such as ‘‘Dis-
tributed LoWMob’’ (DLoWMob) [36] and ‘‘Hierarchical Mobile IPv6’’
(HMIPv6) [65] use a special entity within the 6LoWPAN networks,
which acts as a local GW and manages mobility for a set of nodes,
so as to reduce traffic control messages towards the global GW
(which preserve power for the nodes in its vicinity) and reduce
the handover delay for the micro mobility. Cluster-Based Scheme
also performs this concept without using a special entity, but the
ancestor parent node can be used as the responsible to deal with
mobility in its sub-tree (without involving the GW).

3.7.3. Node deployment strategy
To satisfy the functioning and role of applications, some nodes

are deployed within the 6LoWPAN Network to monitor and track
the MN. So, they must be deployed in such a way to provide cover-
age and connectivity in the entire area of interest, in order to avoid
data loss. Besides, a minimum number of active nodes should be
deployed, to reduce power consumption of nodes, just like the pro-
cess used in ‘‘Mobility-assisted minimum connected sensor cover’’
(MCSC) [66].

4. Comparative study of existing mobility support protocols

The work on mobility management was started in the 1990s.
The first propositions were based on routing protocol such as Cel-
lular IP [67] and HAWAII [68]. These are host based protocols,
which require an active participation from the MN. Thus, the MN
must periodically send control messages to achieve dealing with
mobility. Therefore, this type requires a great signaling cost and
power consumption for the MN, which it is not suitable with the
constraint of WSN based on 6LoWPAN.
Please cite this article in press as: M. Bouaziz, A. Rachedi, A survey on mobility
technology, Comput. Commun. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.201
A suitable protocol dealing with mobility in WSN based on
6LoWPAN technology is delicate, because of its great number of
nodes and its constrained resources in terms of power, bandwidth,
memory, data rate and range. Hence, the protocol must provide a
satisfactory quality of services considering the requirements of
6LoWPAN [17,69], namely less power consumption (longer life-
time), less signaling cost, less handover delay, less end-to-end
delay, avoid or reduce data loss, security and scalability. There
are many mobility support protocols proposed to enhance some
performances, however, each of them still has some drawbacks.

4.1. Mobility support protocols for mobile IPv6 Networks

In the early 2000s, some protocols were proposed for node
mobility and macro mobility type, which attempted to improve
some performances, such as ‘‘Mobile IPv6’’ (MIPv6) [13,45], ‘‘Fast
Handover for Mobile IPv6’’ (FMIPv6) [46], ‘‘Proxy Mobile IPv6’’
(PMIPv6) [13,49], ‘‘Hierarchical Mobile IPv6’’ (HMIPv6) [65] and
‘‘Network Mobility’’ (NEMO) [70]. The used criteria for these proto-
cols is represented in Fig. 5, and their impact on the network per-
formances is discussed in the following sections. A brief summary
of these protocols is shown in Table 1.

4.1.1. Signaling cost and its impact on power consumption
PMIPv6 [49] is a network based protocol whose entity called

Mobile Anchor Gateway (MAG) is the responsible for sending and
exchanging messages related to the mobility support, instead of
performing it by the MN as in MIPv6, FMIPv6 and HMIPv6. There-
fore, PMIPv6 helps the MN to reduce its signaling cost, which
reduces its power consumption [13]. Moreover, NEtwork MObility
(NEMO) [70] is a network based protocol which introduces a new
logical entity called the mobile router (MR). This entity is respon-
sible for handling MIPv6 functions for the entire mobile network.
Thus, it may reduce the signaling cost in the MNs, when a set of
nodes moves and only one node (MR) executes the messages
exchange to support the mobility of all nodes.

Nevertheless, some problems appear when applying these pro-
tocols in the WSN based on 6LoWPAN, due to its strict constraints.
First, these protocols use the prefix change to detect the movement
by the MN. Thus, there is a periodic broadcast diffusion of Router
management protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks based on 6LoWPAN
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Advertisement (RA) messages within the network, which increases
the signaling cost and power consumption. Second, they do not
consider the multi-hop communication between the MN and its
edge router. Hence, the MN needs a lot power to communicate
with its edge router when it is too far. Third, they use tunneling
to buffer data and send it through the new attachment point. How-
ever, tunneling requires using a lot of control information by the
MN, which increases signaling cost and power consumption.
Fourth, they do not perform a duty cycle to save power when nodes
are in a hibernation state.

4.1.2. Handover delay
PMIPv6 is based on the multi-homing concept that the Local

Mobility Anchor (LMA) entity acts as a HA for all the PAN Net-
works, which allows the MN to use a fixed IPv6 address in its
domain, since the prefix remains the same. Hence, when the MN
moves away from its home network, it does not need to configure
a new care of address. Therefore, the handover delay is reduced
because, it does not need any time to configure an address and per-
form the Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) [13].

Moreover, FMIPv6 and HMIPv6 concepts help to improve the
handover delay [71]. FMIPv6 uses a proactive process, that can
anticipate the new care of address configuration of the MN before
being disconnected from its home network. HMIPv6 also reduces
the handover delay for the micro-mobility using a local entity
within the network, to manage mobility for a set of nodes without
involving the GW. This entity, called Mobile Anchor Point (MAP),
which acts as a local HA to reduce the delay that occurs during
the message exchange.

4.1.3. End-to-end delay
The end-to-end delay is the necessary time to transmit packet

across the Network from the source node to the destination node.
After a handover process, packets may need more time for the end-
to-end delay (as explained above in Section 3.5.4). Here, MIPv6,
HMIPv6, FMIPv6 and NEMO use the triangle routing only for the
first packet between communicating nodes. Then, they can avoid
it for the rest of packets, to ensure the same end-to-end delay
before and after the handover process. Also, PMIPv6 can keep the
same end-to-end delay, since it is based on a multi-homing con-
cept, which avoids using the triangle routing after each movement.

4.1.4. Security
Security is considered by these Protocols. On the one side,

MIPv6, HMIPv6, FMIPv6 and NEMO are based on the IPSec protocol
to secure messages related to mobility (the binding update and the
binding advertisement). However, IPSec requires more power since
it requires a significant number of cycles CPU and memory. So, it
presents a big challenge to be applied with constrained devices
in WSN based on the 6LoWPAN technology. In [61], the authors
propose a lightweight MIPv6, which combines MIPv6 and IPSec fol-
lowing improvements in the messages related to mobility support.
This proposition is feasible with the constrained resources of
devices in this network type, mainly in terms of signaling and
memory requirements. Nonetheless, this solution adds a brief
delay needed for the encryption and the headed packet sent. On
Please cite this article in press as: M. Bouaziz, A. Rachedi, A survey on mobility
technology, Comput. Commun. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.201
the other side, the PMIPv6 uses a security architecture called
‘‘AAA’’ [59,60], which is responsible for Authentication, Authoriza-
tion and Accounting of the MN.

Ultimately, PMIPv6 appears the most appropriate to be applied
in 6LoWPAN networks. However, it cannot be directly applied and
it requires an important adaptation.

4.2. Mobility support protocols for sensor Networks

In the recent years, many efforts have been made for sensor
Networks to support both mobility and routing, since most of the
applications requiring the mobility of their nodes affect the routing
path and cause data losses.‘‘Zone Routing Mobile Sensor Networks’’
(ZoroMSN) [72] is a hybrid distance based (proactive and reactive)
routing protocol supporting nodes mobility within the network
(micro mobility). It is performed in an area divided into some equal
zones with a zone head, which acts as a router to forward data gen-
erated from its members towards the sink node through other zone
heads. All the zone heads are organized in a tree topology. In addi-
tion, a new proposed protocol called ‘‘Mobility-assisted minimum
connected sensor cover’’ (MCSC) [66] ensures data collection and
their routing to the sink node, using minimum number of active
nodes which cover the entire area of interest. This area is divided
into some grids representing clusters including nodes organized
in a tree topology and containing a cluster head, which is the
responsible for forwarding data collected from the cluster mem-
bers toward the sink node through other cluster heads. The MCSC
supports the micro mobility of a node to replace a failure node and
maintain the area coverage. The used criteria of these two
protocols is represented in Fig. 6, and their impact on network
management protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks based on 6LoWPAN
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performances is discussed in the following sections. A Brief sum-
mary of these protocols is shown on Table 2.

4.2.1. Signalling cost and its impact on power consumption
ZoroMSN and MCSC follow a hierarchical routing within the

network, which helps them to reduce the signaling cost and power
consumption. In fact, the hierarchical routing avoids exchanging
route request (RREQ) and route reply (RREP) messages between
neighboring zone heads to discover a route path, and avoid a rout-
ing loop. In addition, these two protocols can preserve power of
nodes through the multi-hop consideration to forward data. This
can be achieved relying on the distribution of consumption among
different zone heads.

Moreover, the power consumption for ZoroMSN was reduced
and this was proved following the energy model, which depends
on the transmitted bits and the hop number [72]. In fact, reducing
these two parameters through choosing the shortest path and the
minimum signaling messages, the power consumption is
decreased. Furthermore, the MCSC considers some parameters to
choose the appropriate path with the minimum power consump-
tion. The path is chosen following the highest benefit parameter,
which is based on the remaining energy of the source node, the
number of hops and the distance between the source node and
its parents. When compared to other routing protocols, simulation
results show that the ZoroMSN outperforms the others in term of
energy consumption and node lifetime [72]. Also, the same results
are found for the node lifetime even when the number of nodes in
the networks is increased, which proves that this protocol ensures
scalability. In addition, the same results of power consumption are
found for the MCSC compared to ZoroMSN [72].

Nevertheless, ZoroMSN wastes power because of the periodic
process of the reconfiguration of neighbor discovery, to create a list
of zone heads used to the next hop in the data routing (time-
based). This process needs a high signaling cost because of some
messages exchange between neighbors. Furthermore, the MCSC
wastes power during some processing steps such as computing a
combination measurement to select active nodes, computing a
benefit parameter to choose the appropriate path, and the periodic
remaining energy computation performed by each node to check
its level and detect its failure [66].

4.2.2. Handover delay
Neither the ZoroMSN nor the MCSC evaluates the handover

delay. However, the inaccessibility time during the handover pro-
cess is not reduced, since there is no proactive concept to predict
the new attachment of the MN with the zone head of the visited
zone. Hence, the MN needs some delay to perform its configuration
and join the zone as a member when reaching it.

4.2.3. End-to-end delay
The end-to-end delay for the communication between each

node and the sink node is well maintained by both the ZoroMSN
and the MCSC protocols in case of a static network, since it per-
forms a route optimization through choosing the lowest path and
ensuring the free loop. Nevertheless, by introducing the mobility
of some nodes, the link may break up and the data transmission
will be affected. For instance, in the ZoroMSN, all zone heads in
the Zone head list, which are used for the next hop, can move to
Please cite this article in press as: M. Bouaziz, A. Rachedi, A survey on mobility
technology, Comput. Commun. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.201
other positions to be a member in another zone. In this case, the
transmitter node will be unable to find the next hop to send its
data, and thus it will buffer data and wait for the next neighbor dis-
covery process to find another head which represents the next hop
for the sink. This process increases the end-to-end delay. Even
though the MCSC reacts to solve this problem using a redundant
node to recover a failure node, this process requires an extra time
which affects the transmission delay.

4.2.4. Data loss rate
Mobility of nodes affects the route path and causes data loss.

The ZoroMSN concept helps to reduce the data loss rate, through
the route maintenance method and data buffering. In fact, when
the zone head does not find any zone head on its list of neighbors
for the next hop, it buffers data and waits for the next neighbor dis-
covery process. In case of the mobility of a zone head which has
data to send, this one changes its state becoming a member in
the visited zone, then forwards the data buffered to its new zone
head. Simulation results prove the decrease of the data loss rate
compared to other routing protocols supporting mobility. In addi-
tion, we noted that using large zones or high speed increases the
data loss, which proves that this protocol is more adaptable to
small zones with low mobility speed.

Furthermore, the failure of a node in the network causes an
uncovered hole, which causes the partitioning of the network, dis-
connects the data transmission path and disturbs the functioning
of the application used in the network. The MCSC deals with this
problem to avoid the loss of the collected data. Hence, its concept
consists in using redundant inactive nodes activated in case of
active nodes failure. In fact, each node periodically checks its
remaining energy level to detect its failure. This concept helps to
avoid the uncovered holes, and then to ensure collecting and send-
ing all the data.

4.3. Mobility support protocols for 6LoWPAN networks without multi-
hop consideration

The ‘‘Hospital Wireless Sensor Networks’’ (HWSN6) [31–33] and
the ‘‘Sensor Proxy Mobile IPv6’’ (SPMIPv6) [59,60] are two proposed
protocols that deal with network mobility and micro/macro mobil-
ity for a healthcare application based on the 6LoWPAN networks.
The main goal consists in tracking the patient, who can move freely
with some sensors node put in his clothes. Inter-Mario [43] and
‘‘Soft Handover for Mobile WSNs’’ (SH-WSN6) [74] are protocols
dealing with node mobility and macro mobility for the 6LoWPAN
networks with some improvements. The used criteria of these
two protocols are represented in Fig. 7, and their impact on the
network performances is discussed in the following sections. Brief
descriptions of these protocols are shown in Table 3.

4.3.1. Signaling cost and its impact on power consumption
SPMIPv6 can be applied in a hospital or at the patient’s home. It

is based on PMIPv6 by combining Authentication entity with the
LMA (HA) and authentication messages with the Binding Update,
which reduces the number of messages in the network, thus reduc-
ing the signaling cost.

In addition, HWSN6 and SPMIPv6 are network based protocols
in which the foreign agent for HWSN6 and the MAG for the
management protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks based on 6LoWPAN
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SPMIPv6 are responsible for sending the mobility signaling. This
reduces the involvement of the MN, and thus its signaling cost
and power consumption.

The evaluation and simulation results of SPMIPv6 prove that the
signaling cost (number of bits of messages RS, RA and BU) increases
as the number of hops and the number of nodes increase, as it uses
more signaling messages. Thus, the power consumption increases
when the node density and data payload increase. In contrast, they
are still lower when compared to MIPv6 and PMIPv6. So, using 500
nodes, the signaling cost is equal to 1000 bits for SPMIPv6 com-
pared to 1240 bits for PMIPv6 and 1500 bits for MIPv6 at the same
time [59,60].

Nonetheless, these protocols still face some problems to con-
serve power. First, since they do not solve the multi-hop commu-
nication problem within the 6LoWPAN networks, the MN
consumes more power to communicate with the GW when it is
too far. Second, SPMIPv6 and SH-WSN6 still use the periodic broad-
cast of the RA messages to detect movement; and HWSN6 uses the
change of the PAN-ID received periodically in a beacon, or by the
periodically sent of NR (Node Registration) message by the MN
to the GW. These concepts require the involvement of the MN,
which causes the overload of the bandwidth and increases the sig-
naling cost and the power consumption in the network. Third,
Inter-Mario increases the signaling cost through the double send-
ing of the binding updates by the MN (host based protocol) and
Table 3
Comparative study between different mobility support protocols for 6LoWPAN Networks

Address Movement detection Data

HWSN6(1) [31] Fixed IPv6 PAN-ID Not c
HWSN6(2) [32,33] Fixed IPv6 NR/NC & NS/NA Not c
SPMIPv6 [59,60] Fixed IPv6 RS/RA SLMA

Inter-Mario [43] IPv6 RSSI/link quality FA
SH-WSN6 [74] IPv6 RS/RA LMA

Please cite this article in press as: M. Bouaziz, A. Rachedi, A survey on mobility
technology, Comput. Commun. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.201
by the foreign agent in the pre-configuration process (network
based protocol). Simulation results show that using 15 hops
between the MN and the GW, the signaling cost is equal to 2250
bits with MIPv6 and 2750 bits with Inter Mario. Ultimately, they
do not consider the duty cycle for nodes to conserve power.

4.3.2. Handover delay
HWSN6 proposes new architecture dedicated to be used in a

hospital. Its concept consists in reducing the handover delay by
using a local GW in each room called ‘‘monore system’’, which is
responsible for dealing with the corresponding patient mobility.

Besides, HWSN6 and SPMIPv6 help to reduce the handover
delay using a fixed IPv6 address, so they do not need an additional
time whether to configure a new care of address, or to perform a
duplicate address detection during the movement process.

Moreover, Inter-Mario is interested in reducing to reduce the
handover delay based on MIPv6. To this end, it uses a proactive
process performed with the help of a SN called ‘‘Partner Node’’
(PN) in the simple 6LoWPAN architecture. This process consists
in carrying out monitoring and movement detection of nodes by
computing the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), and in
executing a pre-configuration of the future handover (before dis-
connection of the MN from its current attachment) through the
exchange of information between the MN and the PANs in the
vicinity with the help of the PNs. This process helps the MN to
reduce the handover delay by scanning selectively the frequency
of the PANs when it moves away from its home network, instead
of scanning all the frequencies in the vicinity. Simulation results
show that using 5 hops between the MN and the GW, the handover
delay is equal to 35 ms with MIPv6, and 22 ms with Inter Mario
[43].

Then, according to the state-of-the art, as noted previously, the
MN is attached only to one GW and changes its attachment each
time it receives a Router Advertisement message from a different
GW, which causes an unnecessary handover with the risk of losing
connection. The solution concept of SH-WSN6 is based on the idea
to have more routes for the MN in order to ensure a continuous
connectivity and to avoid handover process. It suggests allowing
the MN to connect with more than one GW and having more
IPv6 addresses, when there are more GWs in its range. This concept
provides gain of a new route and improves connectivity. It also
proposes to remove unreliable links using a comparing algorithm
of the receiving Router Advertisement messages ratio, in order to
improve Quality of Services (QoS) and ensure an acceptable end-
to-end delay. According to the evaluation in [74], the handover
delay of SH-WSN6 provides acceptable results, but it is not the best
solution to have the fastest handover.

Nonetheless, Inter-Mario cannot succeed in achieving its goal in
every movement of the MN, mainly with a rapid movement. In this
case, it will perform a MIPv6 operation. In addition, there is a
tradeoff between the fast handover and the great signaling cost
for the MN and the network. This tradeoff is proved by simulation
of Inter-Mario [43]. When compared with PMIPv6, the handover
delay (the sum of the forwarding delay) is noticeably lower with
an increased number of hops, but its signaling cost (including
without multi-hop consideration.
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routing cost, signaling cost of pre-configuration and binding
updates) is higher. Furthermore, the reactive process of HWSN6
and SPMIPv6 (that they deal with mobility only after the MN
reaches the visited network) increases the handover delay.

4.3.3. End-to-end delay
To reduce the end-to-end delay, SPMIPv6 and SH-WSN6 use the

multi-homing concept to avoid the triangle routing after the hand-
over process. Besides, Inter-Mario carries out the surrogate RR pro-
cedure to optimize route and keep an end-to-end delay almost
identical to the latency before performing the handover process,
which is proved by simulation in [43]. However, HWSN6 does
not optimize the triangle routing process, because all data detected
from the mobile patient must be transferred to its home GW,
which overloads this GW, and then increases the end-to-end delay.

4.3.4. Security
Since HWSN6 and SPMIPv6 are designed to monitor vital con-

stants and dependent on the patient’s life applications [76], they
introduce the security services such as confidentiality, and authen-
tication of the MN. However, the cost of these security services is
not taken into account to improve the network performance.

4.4. Mobility support protocols for 6LoWPAN networks with multi-hop
consideration

Since the major power consumption is caused by the deficit of
the multi-hop communication within the 6LoWPAN networks,
some protocols are proposed to solve this problem and improve
performances in the Networks. For instance, in [77], this issue is
dealt with the combination of the proper concept of MIPv6 and
the routing protocol OLSR (MIPv6 + OLSR). And in [78,79], the
problem is tackled by the combination between NEMO and HWSN
protocols. NEMO-HWSN is created for the healthcare applications
to avoid the bottleneck problem encountered with NEMO protocol
in the MR entity. Thus, its concept consists in sharing the function-
ality of the MR with other FFD-type MNs. Other proposed protocols
ensure the multi-hop communication with the help of some SNs
deployed within the 6LoWPAN. These are responsible for tracking
the MN and routing packets from/to it. Among these protocols, we
cite Inter-PAN [34,35], ‘‘LoW Mobility’’ (LoWMob) [36], ‘‘Distributed
LoWMob’’ (DLoWMob) [36], Inter-Mobility [50], ‘‘Mobile IP-Based’’
[71] and RPL-Weight [80] for node mobility and Cluster-Based
Scheme [44] for network mobility. The used criteria of these proto-
cols are represented in Fig. 8, and its impact on the network perfor-
mances is discussed in the following sections. A Brief summary of
these protocols is shown in Table 4.
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4.4.1. Signaling cost and its impact on power consumption
Power consumption is noticeably reduced for the MN for almost

all the protocols cited above, since they consider the multi-hop
communication between the MN and the GW of its 6LoWPAN net-
work. In addition, they are classified as network based protocols,
for which another entity acts as the responsible to perform the
messages exchange and to manage mobility instead of the MN
itself. This criterion decreases the power consumption and the sig-
naling cost for the MN.

The simulation results of LoWMob and DLoWMob show that
the signaling cost is not impacted by the speed of the MN, because
it associates with the same number of SNs and it requires the same
number of mobility messages. In addition, this performance
parameter is better for DLoWMob (1.750 bits) than LoWMob
(4.000 bits), because the number of hops from the MN to the GW
is less important. Moreover, compared to HMIPv6 (13.000 bits),
the signaling cost is lower, because it uses an optimized packet size
[36].

The simulation results of Inter-PAN(1) [34] show that the sig-
naling cost does not change when the speed of the MN increases,
because the MN associates with the same number of parent nodes,
which provides the same number of messages. Contrary to Inter-
PAN(2) [35], the signaling cost is reduced by the increasing speed.
Because when the node is slower, the MN performs more handover
due to sleep-active state transition of the SN [35]. This parameter is
relatively reduced compared to the HMIPv6, given that this one
performs more handover, which significantly affects more mes-
sages related to mobility (200 bits with Inter-PAN compared to
2.500 bits with HMIPv6, using a MN speed 10 m/s [35]). The simu-
lation results of NEMO-HWSN show that its signaling cost is smal-
ler than that of NEMO and HWSN6 protocols, because of the
decrease in the amount of signaling messages. Thereby, after 100
movements, the total signaling cost is around 50.000 Bytes with
NEMO-HWSN6 protocol, however, it reaches 60.000 Bytes and
130.000 Bytes respectively with NEMO and HWSN6 protocols.

Besides, the Cluster-Based Scheme protocol helps in the routing
of the mobility control message by an automatic routing through
the tree topology. Hence, there is no need to transmit control infor-
mation to establish a routing path, which decreases the signaling
cost. Simulation results of Cluster-Based Scheme [44] illustrate
that the mobility handoff cost remains unchanged with an increas-
ing speed, since there is the same number of associate nodes. In
addition, it proves that this performance does not exceeds 20.000
bytes with Cluster-Based scheme, using a packet arrival rate equal
to 10 pkt/s. In contrast, it reaches 225.000 bytes with HMIPv6 [44].

Unlike the previous protocols, the Routing Protocol for Low
power and lossy networks-Weight (RPL-Weight) is based on
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routing protocol RPL which is able to manage micro mobility [80].
RPL is a hierarchical routing based on Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
to define the network topology, and it uses Destination Oriented
DAG (DODAG) algorithm. RPL-Weight is designed to track a MN
with taking into account the sink node mobility. The sink node
mobility contributes to reduce power consumption and to increase
the network lifetime. Indeed, nodes closer to the sink are more fre-
quently asked to forward packets of other nodes addressed to the
sink node. Therefore, the power consumption at these nodes is
more important compared to other far nodes from the sink. Conse-
quently, these nodes become rapidly unavailable which affects the
network lifetime. In order to mitigate this impact, and to increase
network lifetime the load balancing policy can be introduced. In
addition, RPL-Weight is a distributed based protocol which is not
the case of other protocols based on the same concept.

Simulation results of RPL-Weight show that the network life-
time is increased compared to the static sink. It also improves
the network lifetime when the network size increases. Further-
more, RPL-Weight helps to reduce the signaling cost.

Nonetheless, MIPv6 + OLSR increases the signaling cost and the
power consumption within the networks, since it is a host based
protocol and has the same concept as MIPv6. In addition, it does
not maintain the duty cycle to preserve power for the nodes.
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4.4.2. Handover delay
LoWMob, DLoWMob, Inter-PAN(2), Inter-Mobility, Mobile

IP-Based and Cluster-Based Scheme help to reduce the handover
delay using the proactive process. This process is achieved by
employing a parent SN for the MN, which acts as an anchor point.
This entity concept consists in:

–Monitoring and detecting the movement of the MN by a peri-
odic computation of the RSSI value.
–Predicting the next localization of the MN based on RSSI com-
putation and AOA techniques.
Please cite this article in press as: M. Bouaziz, A. Rachedi, A survey on mobility
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Following this process, the scan and join times is removed for
Mobile IP-Based, then, the handoff delay is close to zero. However,
in the case of a false prediction, the handover delay is similar to
that of MIPv6 protocol [71]. Simulation results show that the
Handoff delay is around 37.426 ms with 0 ms offline time when
the movement prediction is correct. However, it is around
68.291 ms with 41.322 ms offline time, in the other case. More-
over, simulation results show that the accuracy reaches 95.4% [71].

Furthermore, DLoWMob and Cluster-Based Scheme can help to
reduce the handover delay for the micro mobility by avoiding the
required delay to send signaling messages toward the GW. Thus,
DLoWMob uses an entity within the 6LoWPAN Networks called
Mobility Support Point (MSP), which acts as a local GW to deal
with mobility within a set of nodes. In opposition, the Cluster-
Based Scheme delegates to the common ancestor node to receive
messages to deal with the node mobility within its sub-tree (with-
out the involvement of the GW). Moreover, RPL-Weight does not
waste a handover delay since mobility is performed only during
the global repair of its topology.

According to the simulation of the Cluster-Based Scheme [44],
the handover delay relative to the increase in the number of hops
is noticeably reduced compared to LoWMob, because this scheme
performs mobility signaling only to the common ancestor node
and it uses an automatic routing, which decreases delay to estab-
lish routing path. Finally, unlike the Cluster-Based Scheme, micro
mobility in a tree topology with Mobile-IP Based protocol needs
to send the Binding Update message to the coordinator, which
requires more time for the handover delay.
4.4.3. End-to-end delay
Most of these protocols consider the route optimization after

the handover process, which reduces the end-to-end delay of the
communication data between the MN and its CN. Regarding
NEMO-HWSN protocol, the end-to-end delay is reduced since each
node directly sends its sensing data to the Border Router, instead of
management protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks based on 6LoWPAN
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sending it through the MR. However, it is already increased,
because, this protocol does not avoid the triangle routing in order
to collect all sensing data of the patient in the same Border Router
to detect illnesses. The simulation results show the decrease in the
end-to-end delay for NEMO-HWSN compared to HWSN6 [78,79].
Thus, the end-to-end delay related to 1000 arrival packet is around
14s with NEMO-HWSN6, compared to 20 s with NEMO.

Moreover, according to the simulation results of LoWMob and
DLoWMob [36], the end-to-end delay increases as the speed of
the MN increases, because at a high speed, there are many inter-
ruptions of the association between the MNs and their parents.
In addition, simulation results show that the end-to-end delay
for DLoWMob is reduced up to twice compared to LoWMob.

4.4.4. Security
Only DLoWMob, NEMO-HWSN, Mobile IP-Based and MIP-

v6 + OLSR introduce security services like confidentiality to secure
the networks against eavesdroppers and attackers. DLoWMob and
NEMO-HWSN use data encryption and authentication of the MN at
the visited network. However, Mobile IP-Based performs authenti-
cation of nodes through communication with the AAA server, using
security features (credential of authentication) from the neighbor-
hood map. Ultimately, MIPv6 + OLSR uses IPSec to secure messages
related to mobility.

4.4.5. Data loss rate
For LoWMob, DLoWMob, Inter-PAN, Inter-Mobility and Cluster-

Based Scheme, when a parent SN detects a movement of the MN
away from its range, it helps to buffer packets. Then, after the
new attachment confirmation, it sends the buffered data toward
the next parent node to avoid data loss.

Simulation results of LoWMob and DLoWMob illustrate that at a
high speed, the number of the handoffs increases, which causes data
loss [36], so the packet success ratio is reduced when the MN
increases its speed. In addition, the packet success ratio is better
for DLoWMob, since the number of hops is lower. Moreover, evalu-
ation of the packet loss for Inter-PAN is less than HMIPv6, because
ofHMIPv6 performs more handover with much delay, which causes
data loss [34,35]. Then, compared to the LoWMob, the Cluster-
Based Scheme simulation results show less data loss [44], because
reducing the handover delay saves the number of the lost packets
(it does not reach 20% compared to 60% with HMIPv6, using 10 hops
between [44]). The GW and the associate node.

Ultimately, the Cluster-Based Scheme appears to be more suit-
able to the requirement of 6LoWPAN networks. Nevertheless, this
scheme uses a hierarchical address depending on its topology orga-
nized in a tree architecture, that does not follow the 6LoWPAN
standard and does not consider dealing with macro mobility. Thus,
more work is needed for the mobility management on this kind of
network.
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5. Mobility in WSNs based on 6lowPAN: future directions

Dealing with mobility in WSN based on 6LoWPAN technology is
a challenging issue, because of the strict constraints and the
needed requirements of this network. Some important challenges
(noted in Section 2) must be taken into consideration to provide
appropriate solutions for the 6LoWPAN Networks. In order to meet
these challenges, and according to our analysis in the study made
for the existing mobility support protocols, it is important to con-
sider some directions and recommendations.

First, to be able to avoid data loss and increase the packet deliv-
ery ratio (PDR), mobility management protocols must reduce the
bandwidth occupation which might be overloaded by the signaling
messages. Besides, it must avoid the disconnection span time by
Please cite this article in press as: M. Bouaziz, A. Rachedi, A survey on mobility
technology, Comput. Commun. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.201
performing the prediction process to anticipate problems and
reduce the handover delay. The needed delay for the handover
can be decreased by providing a continuous connectivity. Hence,
it is crucial to perform a fast mobility detection with more accu-
racy [51,84], in order to rapidly find a new attachment point. More-
over, it is important to perform a fast handover, for instance by
using a pre-configuration process of the MN address in the visited
network, as it is used by Inter-Mario [43].

Second, to keep the same end-to-end delay as before and after
the handover process and to reduce the jitter impact on the appli-
cations. It is necessary to optimize the triangle routing process. In
addition, in WSN based on 6LoWPAN technology, it is important to
shorten the frame fragmentation, so as to reduce the needed time
to perform buffering and verifying of headers [31]. Hence, mobility
management should optimize the payload size, and use signaling
messages encapsulated in IEEE 802.15.4 frames.

Third, to preserve the power of nodes and extend the network
lifetime, which is considered as a key constraint of the WSN based
on 6loWPAN technology, it is necessary to take into account some
directions. For instance, performing duty cycle and topology con-
trol with consideration of multi-hop communication between
nodes, since communication needs more power when the commu-
nicating nodes are too far away from each other. Since the MN con-
sumes more power then the other nodes, it is preferable to apply a
network based protocol. So, sending control messages should be
performed by an entity other than the MN [47]. In addition, It is
important to reduce treatments, since they require more power
and this network type has limited resources in memory and pro-
cessing. For these reasons, in WSN with 6LoWPAN, the protocol
has to reduce fragmentation and signaling messages [37,47] and
use compression mechanisms.

Fourth, security in WSN based on 6LoWPAN is already a chal-
lenging issue. In order to design a mobility management protocol,
it is suitable to select the adapted cryptography algorithms to
ensure security services with low cost from the link layer (IEEE
802.15.4) to the application layer. This point is recommended
because performing a supplementary security mechanism requires
more processing, memory and bandwidth, which are limited in this
network type [31]. For this reason, it is recommended that the
mobility support protocol should optimize the security cost
according to the available resources (power, transmission rate,
etc) [62–64]. In contrast, for the outside of the LoWPAN, the proto-
col may perform a mechanism [32] such as ‘‘IPSec’’ [85].

In [58], the authors propose a security solution based on the ID/
Location split concept which tackles mobility and multi-homing
problems by the mapping and binding systems [86]and taking into
account the constrained resources. This proposition considers the
advantages from the existing security solution such as LISP [87]
and HIP-DEX [88]. Thus, it provides authentication based on Return
Rout-ability (RR), cryptographic based on ECC technique [89] and
extends the trust domain to ensure scalability based on the Dif-
fie–Helman key exchange and kerberos technique [90]. These used
techniques are considered in this paper as the most adequate to
reduce costs.

Fifth, it worth noting that the mobility management protocol
must reduce complexity in terms of time, memory, and messages.
In addition, the scalability is an important parameter which must
be ensured.

Finally, it is recommended to have a glance at the IEEE
802.15.4 g standard [91], since it has been used over the last few
years to ease a large scale process control application (such as
the smart grid). This standard can use multiple data rate in variable
frequency bands, following different modes. For instance, the MR-
OFDM ‘‘Multi-rate Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing’’ was
used to provide a higher data rate with a higher spectral efficiency,
‘‘Multi-rate and multi-regional Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying’’
management protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks based on 6LoWPAN
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(MR-OQPSK) was applied to create a multi-mode simple in design
at a low cost, and ‘‘Multi-rate and multi-regional Frequency Shift Key-
ing’’ (MR-FSK) was used to provide better transmission power effi-
ciency. It’s important to consider the contribution of this standard
in the conception and the evaluation of the mobility management
protocol.

6. Conclusion and perspectives

Mobility of nodes in WSN with 6LoWPAN technology involves
many advantages and functionalities for the needed applications.
However, it represents a major challenge to face, because of its
impacts and changes on this kind of network. In this paper, the
state-of-art of mobility support protocols was surveyed. We began
our work by introducing the challenges required to design a mobil-
ity management. Then, the classification criteria of mobility sup-
port protocols were proposed. The choice of such criteria
depends on the used application and the needed performances.
Based on these criteria, a comparative study of the existing proto-
cols was presented to discuss the effect of each used criterion on
the performances of the 6LoWPAN networks.

After our study and analysis of the existing protocols, the major
conclusion to be drawn is that there is no efficient solution to
meet all the requirements and constraints of WSN with 6LoWPAN
Technology. Thus, some improvements are still required. More-
over, the micro mobility was observed to affect the routing path
within the LoWPAN. Hence, the micro mobility cannot be treated
without considering the routing protocol. IETF ROLL working group
proposed a routing protocol for LoW Power and Lossy Networks
called ‘‘RPL’’. This protocol might be considered in our future work
to support mobility over the routing protocol in WSN with 6LoW-
PAN technology.
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